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4
THE NEW KINGDOM
«DIVI N E»TEMPLE:
THE EXAMPLE OF LUXOR

LANNY BELL

Introduction

This discussion of the role of the New Kingdom" divine" temple in
Egyptian society is based on Luxor Temple, a rich mine of informa-
tion heretofore largely unexploited.! Luxor Temple is aparticular-

ly good subject with which to begin a study of the "divine" cultic temple
of the New Kingdom because it is architecturally compact and coherent;
even deceptively simple, particularly in comparison with Karnak, the most
elaborate God's House still standing in Egypt. Because Luxor Temple is
representative ~. so.rnany ways, detailed knowledge of it teaches some-
thing about all related temples.
The attempt to unravel the secrets of Luxor Temple leads along many

paths, each of which has a number of offshoots. These include the history
of the temple's construction and decoration, its relationships to other tem-
ples, and several important historical implications. New evidence also
permits us to glimpse the temple's prehistory. Throughout, the various
functions of the temple are set in the context of ancient Egyptian culture as
a whole, and the temple's relevance to ordinary Egyptians is addressed.
The Opet-festival and the cultus of the royal kawill serve as starting points
for exploring how temple rituals promoted social cohesion by validating
the killg's preeminent role-in society.2 We shall see that public access into
certain areas of Luxor Temple was permitted, especially during annual fes-



tivals, when the gods, the priests, the king, and representatives of the peo-
ple of Egypt all came together there.
Before turning to the temple,howevet, it will be helpful to summarize

several features of ancient Egyptian thought and culture.

Ma'at: Order
The fundamental principle of Egyptian culture was expressed in the

term maai: "truth," "justice," "cosmic order," the "well-ordered state"-
handed down from the gods, perfect and intact. Ma'at codified the cultur-
al status quo, the Egyptian way of life and way of doing things projected
back into the timelessness before time. Ma'at was the concept that gave
meaning to life by structuring both the human and divine worlds.
Ma'at was custom, or tradition, or traditional values, or even culture it-

self. Ma'at was what made the Egyptians Egyptian, distinguishing them
from all other beings. They alone had been given maat; therefore they were
the gods' chosen people.>Ma'at regulated behavior; it was common law; it
was orthodoxy admitting of no variance; it was the only way. Abstractly,
that which stood outside maat was unreality or falsehood; in practical
terms, anyone, Egyptian or other, who operated beyond its bounds was re-
garded as a criminal or savage.
Ma'at was the foodof the gods, and the king alone was righteous enough

to offer it as sacrifice. The living king was a special person; he possessed a
dual nature. He was simultaneously mortal and divine, human and su-
perhuman. He was the living iricarnation of deity, the divinely chosen in-
termediary, unique in his ability to cross freely the boundaries separating
heaven, earth, arid netherworld and to function effectively,for the sake of
humanity, in all three realms. Godhood was revealed through the king's
life, deeds, and very being. At the king's initiation (coronation), he was
hailed as m3' or m3'-lJrw, "justified."? In artistic representations of the
ma'at-offering, his royal name was equated with maat> The king per-
formed the cultic mysteries; he handled the ritual instr{;ments, dedicated
the sacrifices, recited the sacrosanct texts, and ministered to, responded to,
impersonated, and even became god, thereby fulfilling his obligation to re-
new and perpetuate the creation by maintaining the divinely ordained cos-
mic order-ma'at.6

Chaos: Disorder
The Egyptians had an abiding, deeply rooted fear of ma'at'« opposite:

disorder, by which they meant any change or alteration in the system, not
just its breakdown. Progress-involving divergence C?rdigression from an
existing path-was viewed as decline, for...EgyptiansbeJjeved the world
o\!ght essentially to stay always the sa:r;:e.They interpreted history from a
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mythological perspective; that is, they understood most events as particu-
larizations of cosmic principles, tendencies, or movements established at
the beginning of time. Occurrences consistent with primordial prototypes
were reality. Occurrences inconsistent with them-that is, random, unique,
or unparalleled-were nonreality.
The Egyptians must have sensed the precariousness of existence on their

"island oasis," situated as it was between the twin terrors of flood and
desert. The very waters that granted life could also deal death; for when
the Nile was too high it brought destructive flood, and when it was too low
it resulted in devastating famine. Thus the river could symbolize the wa-
tery abyss at the beginning of time when chaos prevailed? The desert's un-
predictable storms and wild animals and its nomads roaming freely in an
incoherent wilderness could also symbolize forces of chaos outside the
Egyptians' system and beyond their control.
Chaos was personified by the trickster-god Seth, who ruled thunder and

lightning and the violent storms of wind, sand, and rain that originated in
the deserf, and also by Apophis, the dragon (serpent monster) who, in the
never-ending struggle between light and darkness, tried to swallow the
sun, particularly when it was most vulnerable during the subterranean
west-east journey that followed its daily death and burial (sunset). During
night's complete darkness, one object was visually indistinguishable from
another; they merged together or blended, as in the Void. At the first light
of dawn, objects again became visually distinct; they once more carne into
existence. Thus luminosity, brilliance, and radiance possessed creative
power and signaled 'deity's presence." The king's accession to the throne
and mounting of his chariot were likened to the sun's rising; and the king's
public manifestation at the Window of Appearance was compared to the
sun's appearance on the eastern horizon."

Secular and Sacred Time
Egyptians were aware of time's passage for the same reason that we are:

persons pass through consecutive phases of life-birth, puberty, aging,
death-that can neither be avoided nor repeated. But this linear time, or,
as we call it, "real" or concrete time, belonged to the purely secular world,
the world of ordinary human affairs. The time connected with the sacred
w!l.5_the abstract, cyclical time associated with perpetual recurrences and
repetitions.l? Egyptians experienced sacred, cyclical time in the succession
of day and night, the phases of the moon, the rotation of the seasons, the
mating behavior of animals, and the migrations of fish and birds; especially
striking to them was the annual flooding of the Nile, regularly followed by
the reemergence of dry land, the reappearance of vegetation, and the flow-
ering and dying of annual plants. Egyptians marked the recurrence of these
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phenomena by weekly, monthly, and annual holy days.P Every annual fes-
tive occasion concluded with a New Year's celebration, and each New
Year's day represented beginning all over again. The usual word for
"year," rnpii, literally means "renewal" or "a new beginning." (Re)birth-
symbolism permeated Egyptian religion. For example, the epithet tohm
msiwt (literally, "repeating birth," used to characterize a few kings' reigns
as well as a whole era at the troubled end of Dynasty 20) signifies "rebirth
(or renaissance)," in the sense of the restoration of the originally perfect
state-the immaculate world of the time of creation-and the beginning of
a new age of salvation.F

The life cycle of some beings was construed to occur within sacred time
rather than secular time. The divine King and the other gods participated
in an eternal cycle of death and rebirth in which they maintained their per-
sonal identity-a characteristic that set them apart from the world of mor-
tals.P During the Sed-festival, the living king, as part of his eternal cycle,
underwent a ritual death and rejuvenation.l" In the rite's critical climax,
the king experienced the nadir of his strength; during his moment of al-
most simultaneous death and rebirth, he returned fleetingly to the chaotic
state. This was Egypt's time of greatest danger, when the success or failure
of the rite-indeed, the very fate of the world-hung in the balance. An al-
most unbearable tension gripped the priests at the service and the people
who waited outside, and when the king reappeared, successfully rejuve-
nated, their high excitement and enormous relief quickly turned to jubila-
tion.

Components of Personhood
Egyptian ideas about the nature of the person, individuality, and self-

identity were complicated. In discussing the subject, we need to keep in
mind our tendency to underestimate the importance of private ancestor
cultuses, a fundamental phenomenon of ancient Egyptian culture.P

The components of Egyptian personhood were: the corpse or body
(b3wt), the heart (ib or ~3ty), the name (rn), the shade or shadow (swyt), and
three entities that are for us the most difficult and abstract of all-the akh
(3b), the ba (b3), and the ka (k3) (fig. 43).

The body's importance was expressed in the practice of mummifica-
tion.l" The heart was the center of b0!h..thought or intellect and emotioI}5'
or feelings. The name expressed or revealed a person's true nature or
essence. The shade was both an emanation from a deity and a reflection of
divine power (light); it was drawn as a silhouette of the body, and it sym-
bolized divinity's indwelling of an object or being (roughly speaking, in-
carnation);'?

The ba was depicted as a human-headed bird. Ba's root shows that the
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FIG. 43. The Sons of Horus present four aspects of the personality-ka, heart, ba,
and shade, from right to left-before the deceased Petosiris (out of the picture on
the far right) in his tomb at Tuna el-Gebel (reign of Philip Arrhidaeus). Drawing
by Carol Meyer, after G. Lefebvre.

word pertained to power.18 In the realm of the supernatural, ba refers to a
god's manifestation. Ba generally occurs in contexts related to mobility and
physical functioning (the appetites, for instance, including continued sex-
ual activity in the afterlife). The b was tied to a particular body, with which
it needed to maintain close contact
a sense, the ba was the "spiritual body."
Akh's root sh~t it had to do with" effective" action or speech and

with physical integrity, expressed concretely through the reintegration of
the dead body during mummification. 19The akh-spirits were worshiped in
domestic ancestor shrines and seem to have been the ghosts of the recent-
!y dead, whose physical presence continued to be felt by loved ones. In a
liminal state between this world and the next, the akh-spirits might inter-
cede on a person's behalf or interfere in his or her affairs.2o An 31:J i~r (ex-
cellent, virtuous, or worthy akh) was a beneficent or well-disposed spirit,
but an angry akh-spirit-for instance, that of an improperly buried per-
son-could become a demon.

~,unlike the b~as only temporarily asseeiatea ••••ith a ]9articuler
body. It was itself nonco death,
subse uently entering a new life-form. Just as a god's ka took up transito-
ry~nce in a statue-body, end8Wing it with life, so an ancestor ka tem-
porarily occupied and animated the body of an ordinary person, and the
royal ka transiently inhabited and empowered the body of an individual
king." The ka was not individual-specific. It was generic to a family and
was infinitely replicated within it; it personified inherited life force (fig. 44)·
Every Egyptian could claim direct descent from a mythic divine ancestor
who stood at the head of the lineage and guaranteed that each descendent
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FIG. 44. A man carrying four children
shows the pose of the ka-arms. Dy-
nasty 11; Theban Tomb 386. The logical
way to carry this many children would
be to embrace them with arms held
against the chest. I suggest the scene
represents an artistic convention that ..
elucidates my interpretation of the
function of the ka. Restored drawing
by Carol Meyer, after B. Jaros-Deckert.

infant's body would be shaped by the imprint of its father's ka-spirit.22
Through that mythic divine progenitor, every Egyptian could also claim a
connection to the life force of the creator god himself. The ka carried the~ ..•. - .". .. "-'
force of the miraculous moment of First Creation across countless consec-
utive generations, obviating the necessity for repeating the creative act at
the passing of each generation. The procreative ka generated, animated,
nourished, sustained, and maintained a family, lineage, or clan and iden-
tified the individual as a member of it. The living were the current repre-
sentatives of their mythic ancestor's ka-spirit, but the totality of each ka was
all members of the lineage, both living and dead.P ..

The Temple and the People

Temples were microcosms, realizations in miniature of the landscape of
c-World order. There the visible met the invisible, the human touched the di-
vine, and earth joined sky and netherworld. Obelisks pierced the heavens,
and flag masts supported the canopy of the sky; pylons mimicked the hori-
zon, and columns held starry ceilings aloft; sacred lakes teemed with life,
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like the abyss or primeval swamp, and wells tapped the regenerative pow-
er of creation's waters.F"

But there was danger in relinking heaven, earth, and netherworld,
realms that had been separated and distinguished at the First Creation.
Through the blurring of distinctive differences, world order might collapse
in the very place designed to maintain it. The attendant danger contributed
importantly to the aura of sanctity and mystery that enveloped the temple.

At first glance, the great New Kingdom temple might seem to have been
the domain of gods, kings, and priests exclusively. After all, the temple cir-
cumscribed and architecturally delimited a site whose sacredness distin-
guished it from the mundane populated space around it. The tem.£le was
set apart-both ritually, by consecrating the ground on which it was erect-
ed and out of which it seemed organically to grow, and architecturall}j by
building an imposing series of progressively more restrictive walls to sur-
round and protect it. The, temple's ritual and architectural barriers ~ed
the chaotic forces that coptipnaJly threatened the ordered world within.F"
Situated in sacred space and time, the temple was a divine do~on
earth. Patterned on the mansion and estate of a nobleman or king, it was
an abode for gods. Entrance was gained through a fortified gateway or
soaring pylon (fig. 45).26 From that point, typically, a long, straight axial
way led inward through a series of open courts. Along it, !h.e moms bec~e
ever smaller and darker, an effect achieved partly through raised fJoors.@d
l~s. The route's portals were punctuated by magnificently
adorned wooden doors that swung open and shut on pivots; most major
entranceways had double doors. Doors had both practical utility and in-
trinsic symbolic power: cjosed, they excluded jntmders; QJ?en, they aq-
mitted the chosen. The axial way through portals, courts, and chamber
complexes led ultimately to the somewhat cramped private apartment of
the god-the sanctuary itself. Typically constructed over a hillock or sym-
bolic mound, this elevated room was the mythological center of the uni-
verse, where the primordial event of creation bad occmred.27

-Egyptian temples were equipped at cultic focal points with miraculous
portals. Into the solid masonry of offering chapels a fine stone slab (stela)
could be set, often in a niche specifically prepared for it.28 Alternatively, a
part of the chapel wall itself could be carved in the shape of a stela. The
forms of the stelae varied considerably, yet all depicted elements associat-
ed with doorways-lintel, jamb, torus molding, central recess, upper and
lower pivots, bolt, door leaves. However, the stelae had no moving parts,
no aperture, and no room or hollow behind. Many scholars have called
them "false doors."29 To the extent that this designation suggests the por-
tals were mock or sham, it misleads. The portals were not meant to func-
tion in palpable space. Rather they worked in divine dimension. They were
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FIG. 45.Pylon of LuxorTemple,showing present condition. Photo by Lanny Bell.

gateways permitting direct, magical commUnication between earth, sky,
mdJletherworld. Ordinary mortals could not cross their thresholds~t
the' blessed dead and the living king, as well as priests and other initiates,
could pass through them to the kingdom of heaven. Nor were these stelae
the temple's only portals of otherworldly transport. The wooden doors 9..f
the sanctuary shrine, which ertclqsed the divine ima e the

oors 0 eaven. t t err operung, n . a participants were projected into
'-the reaIm of the divine. .

The cultic images housed in the sanctuaries were made of precious ma-
terials, most commonly gilded wood inlaid withcolored glass and semi-
precious stones, They were sometimes life-sized (atIeast by human
standards!). There were also much smaller images, some made of solid gold.
Cultic images were often taken from their cloistered sanctuaries and car-
ried in procession outside the temple on portable barques.P? Sometimes di-
vine processions linked temples. Within New Kingdom Thebes, festival
connections existed between the temples and gods of Karnak and Deir el-
Bahri, Karnak and Luxor, and Luxor and Medinet Habu. Even temples dis-
tant from each other could be linked in this way. Hathor of Dendera
traveled over one hundred miles each way to visit Horus of Edfu for the
annual consummation of their sacred marriage. It should be noted that
whenever gods processed through the mundane world, they were hidden
from profane eyes. They rode inside a closed, veiled shrine or naos on a
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barque's deck and were identified to onlookers only by symbols J?laced on
the boat's prow and stern."
For all these reasons, one finds it hard to imagine that ordinary human-

ity had a significant role to play in the cosmic setting of the temple; and for.
all these reasons, one finds it easy to imagine that temples were the domain
of gods, kings, and priests alone. But just as the king was both apart from
humanity (as an intimate of the gods) and a part of it, so too the temple was
both apart from the world and a part of it. This can be seen, for example,
in the temple's arcane kingship rituals, which for full effectiveness needed
a public component as well as a ;private one. Had the rituals been~r-
.formed in com lete obscuri wi out ublic partici ation the could not
have e icited ular su ort necessa to maintain, over three mil- -
lennia, kin shi ' r anq osition.F The great state temples 0 t e ew

gdom-despite their forbidding exteriors, massive enclosure walls, re-
strictive pylon barriers, and fortified gateways-~e accessible to E~!s
12..opulaceand were relevant to the smrDpnding communities' daily life.33

True, access to the stone platform of the temple's most sacred part was
strictly limited, but other parts of the temple were open to pilgrims, at least
on special occasions.-These were formally designated "places of making
supplication and of hearing the petitions of gods and men;" and they were
located not only at gateways but also in open courtyards. Also, during an-
nual festivals representatives of the populace were ushered into the less re-
stricted outer courtyards and ceremonial halls of the temple. There, in the
role of a congregation or community of adoration, they worshiped the
gods, marveled at the temple's splendor, participated in internal proces-
sions, and bore witness to the miraculous effect of the secret rites performed
within the dark and distant holy of holies, rites that piloted the world
through various cosmological crises. Ancient texts specify that the ;peQPle's
function was to "adore (the king or god), that they might live (thereby)."
Temple decorations were intended primarily for gods' eyes, but those in

public areas were meant for people's as well. The estimated 1-5 percent
who were literate could read some of the texts, and everyone could "read"
portions of the art work.34 Although ancient Egyptians' understanding of
esoteric theological matters would hardly have been more sophisticated
than modern worshipers', the celebrant's lofty words and staged actions
(as interpreted to the people by the priests), the god's response (as report-
ed back from the temple platform through the priests), and the art work's
stories and messages (as understood through the people's own eyes) must
have made satisfactory sense to them. The snectacplar endurance..of

onic civilization attests eloquently to U;;;ccess of kings and priests
~ing peoplem f e ritual process that maintame and renewed the
established religiOUS.PQliticaLand social ~tem.
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During the extravagant public displays associated with periodic festi-
vals, deities could choose to intervene in human affairs by making oracu-
lar pronouncements, including judgments in disputes. When processions
reached their prescribed halting places, people were sometimes allowed to
approach the boat shrine (naos) to address yes-or-no-type questions to the
god within. The deity's answering nod was read in the swaying of the bar-
que-forward~ back, right or left-as it r e riests'shoulders.35

gyptian society was a close-knit community of shared assumptions and
v~.1.ues,and a form 51! mass, psychology doubtless influenced both the
movement of the naos tcausedbyshiftsinjhe priests'posture) and its in-
terpretation. Tb,eunconsciously directed barque probably expressed what
everyone already thought, and fair judgment was l.lsuallYrendered. -
.POrtable divine images and barques also played a role in transmitting

people's prayers to the gods. Other media for such prayers were the div!:De
images en raved on a t~.mple's doors and exterior walls, sacred animals,
statues of kings and. of blessed eceased pr.ivate inqiyiduals,and.,the liv-
iP'S king him~f. .
Popular veneration made use of a variety of other portable objects that

had acquired direct connection to god through contact with a divine be-
ing.36Perhaps they had been worn, touched, or used by a god or had been
in some other way present to god. Such utensils were thought to possess a
divine spark or charge and to bear a lasting impression of the deity.37They
were seen as images (or, hypostases) of god, reflections of god's power, me-
dia for god's communication, and/or instruments for transmitting god's
life-giving force. The particular device used to cross the boundary between
sacred and profane could change from time to time, place to place, and god
to god, but the concept underlying the practice and the basic pattern of cul-
tic manipulation remained the same.
One of my favorite ancient Egyptian celebrations illustrates many of ili.:e

phenomena discussed to this point. It is the Theban Festival of the Valley,
or Talfest, attested from Dynasty 11onward.s" The new moon in the second
month of summer (smw) signaled the beginning of the festivaL It was a sort
of-annual family reunion during which ancestors were reintegrated into
the family and bonds between the living and dead were strengthened. The
festival and its rituals helped to confirm the priority of the family over the
individual within Egypt's social and political organization.P? The distinc-
tive offering of the Valley Festival was the holocaust, a burnt sacrifice con-
sumed entirely by flames. Priests poured a heavy, myrrh-scented oil over
the holocaust, and thick, sweet-smelling smoke rose heavenward, estab-
lishing a link from earth.'·~
The Valley Festival was the Theban version of a popular Hathor festival

celebrated throughout Egypt from at least the Old Kingdom. In the The-
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ban necropolis Hathor, in her cow form, is often depicted emerging from
the surrounding hills to receive the dead as Mistress of the West( em Moun-
tain). But in keeping with the theological system developed at Thebes, the
major role in the Valley Festival was played not by Hathor but by Amun-
Re, the national god. During the festival performance, his portable barque
was transported aboard his splendidly decorated, gilded riverine barge
from Karnak to the west bank of the Nile. There, in his chapel, near
Hathor's in the spectacular limestone bay of the sacred mountain at Deir
el-Bahri, Amun-Re took up residence. From there, he visited the royal cult
complexes of the west bank, especially the temple of the reigning king.

The citizenry of ancient Luxor participated in the Valley Festival with
great enthusiasm. Their most characteristic adornment (besides fine white
garments and the perfumed unguent cone that perched atop their head)
was the beautiful w3~-collar or garland, composed of fragrant petals of
fresh flowers. This accessory of dress, symbolizing regeneration, was dis-
tributed to all guests, both living and dead.s? The living prepared for en-
countering their deceased loved ones by observing an all-night vigil at the
tombs. Then, in an induced, ecstatic state, they crossed into the realm of the
divine ancestors, with alcohol as their drug of choice.f! The hypnotic
rhythms of music and dance added to people's ecstasy and also summoned
the ancestors' spirits. Feasting sealed the communion of the living with the
dead, as is typical in rites of incorporation.V

The kas of both immediate family and more distant ancestors were re-
vived by bringing near them highly scented floral collars, garlands, and
sprays that mediated the life force of Amun-Re. While the god's cultic im-
age rested overnight in the holy grotto of Deir ~:Bahri, elaborately worked
ankh-bouquets were stacked around it to receive his regenerative power
(se~als~Appendix 11).43 At the dawn of the New Year, a lighted torch was
eXjjpguished in a bowl of cow's milk (itself a symbol of rebirth) to signify
the successful return of the dead to Hathor, Then the large ankh-bouquets,
pungent with Amun-Re's regenerative power, were purchased from
priests and distributed to the dead in the offering chapels of their Theban
.tombs (fig. 46). The presentation of the bouquets, and of the other offerings
of the Valley Festival, was typically introduced by the phrase n k3.k, "To
your ka!"

Divine Kingship and the Royal Ka

The doctrine of divine kingship was the central, dynamic principle under-
lying Egypt's social, political, and economic structures.t" First, according
to the doctrine, kingship was ordained by the gods at the beginning of time
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FIG.46.Presentation of 'n~-bouquets to the ancestors during the Festival of the
Valley.Theban Tomb 217. Photo by Lanny Bell.

in accordance with maat. The integration of politics and religion had been
divinely prescribed, and the sovereign wielded both temporal and spiritu-
al power.45 Second, the reigning pharaoh was the physical son of th uni-
versal sun god, the reator. a rruracu ous ivine irt, t e mg had
~egotten by Amun-Re, in the guise of a mortal (typically, ~evi-
ous king), and born of a blessed woman chosen to conceive him and be-
come mother of god (typically, a queen) (fig. 47). Thjrd the living king.w?s
an incarnation of the dynastic god Horus, and the deceased king was id -
tified wi Horus' divine father, Osiris.47 Theban theologians, in an attempt
t~ systematize the theoretical framework of divine kingship, combined
various motifs to create a version in which the solar king of the gods,
Amun-Re, was substituted for Osiris, and Horus was recast in his ancient

solar guise.
Since kings died, how could they be considered divine? In the Egyptian

worldview, death did not disprove divinity. ,9ods died and they were J.:g1.-
~ortal, for they experienced a practically infinite series of rebirths~as ~id
tfl:edpl~e King Kings as individuals came and went ..b.Jlt kingship as an of-
fice neve~d. In ascending the throne, a mortal came to embody kingship

. and became immortal. Elevated above the mass of humanity in a partly se-
cret, partly public coronation ceremony, the heir was transformed into a
new being and initiated into a new, mysterious existence. He was changed
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F!<:;.47. Divine conception of AmenhotepIll by Amun-Re and Queen Mutemwiya,
supported by the goddesses Selket (left) and Neith (right). The Birth Room at Lux-
or Temple. Restored drawing by Carol Meyer, after R. Schwaller de Lubicz.
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inj.o a king, a mixed being-simu1taneo~ort9J end immortal, human
and divine (fig. 48). Enthronements were miraculous moments of king-
ship'S rebirth, as again and again a mortal entered into the divine domain,
and humanity united with divinity.
Egyptians' theory of divine kingship has many ethnographic parallels."

In particular, it bears a striking resemblance to medieval Europe's legal doc-
trine of the king's two bodies.t? Europeans grappled Wlfl'lthe J:7rgb1ems of
absolute monarchy and the legitimate status of individual rulers. Their elab-
orately promulgated doctrine helped to smooth transitions in reign by hold-
ing that the demise of a king did not signify the death of kingship. Each king
possessed, at one and the same time, both a mortal, fallible natural b~d
e lffiffiOrta1,llicorruph51e, and perfect supernatural body or corpus mys-

'ticum-the nonco oreal m' . r ersona the co orate that
urvived the natural body's death. The persona mystica of European mon-
archs perpetuated immortal kingship, as did the royal ka of Egyptian kings.
The royal ka was the immortal creative spirit of divine kingship, a form

of the Creator's collective ka. The ka of a particular king was but a specific
instance, or fragment, of the royal ka. Individual kings were fundamental-
ly interchangeable, even identical. Reliefs depicting the divine birth of in-
dividual kings actually represent the rebirth of divine kingship (fig. 49)·
Carved for reigning monarchs, what they portray is an anachronism. Pos-
sessing the royal ka and being possessed by it were potential at a person's
birth, but they were actualized only at his coronation, when his legitimacy
upon the Horus Throne of the Living was confirmed and publicly ac-
claimed.P? Onl at a erson's coronation did he take on a divine as ec an
c~ase to be solely human (fig.50).51 Only in retrospect could he be por-
trayed as predestined by the Creator to rule Egypt as truly perfect from the
beginning, as divine seed, son of the Creator, the very flesh of god, one with
the Father, god's incarnation on earth, his sacred image.52

The royal ka was the divine aspect of a mortal king, the divine principle
in humankind. A ruler could legitimately be worshiped in his own cultus
only as an incarnation of the royal ka, as a manifestation of divine kingship.

"\

Even though the ka imparted some portion of holiness to the physical be-
ings it occupied, a king was adored not in his human, mortal form but only
in his divine aspect.53
Possessing the royal ka and being possessed by it demonstrated a king's

divine origins, proved the legitimacy of his divine inheritance, an~-
lished his membershi in the fictive royal clan-the "family" comprising
a . us occu ants of the thr however qif-
ferent in lineage (fig. 51). The royal ka resided in an individual kIDg; but

r when he died, it contmued on, without end or limit, taking fresh bo'!iIn

each new reign.54
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FIG. 48. Amenhotep III kneels before Amun-Re (defaced under Akhenaten and
subsequently restored), who lays his hand on the king's solar atej-crown to con-
firm that this aspect of the coronation ritual has been correctly performed. The di-
vine king also wears the ram's horn of Amun-Re. Chamber of the Divine King at
Luxor Temple. Photo by Lanny Bell.
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FIG. 49. Creation of Amenhotep ill as an incarnation of the royal ka. The body of
the young king is shaped on a potter's wheel by the god Khnum of Elephantine,
as the ka assumes the shape of the new body it will inhabit. Amenhotep holds a
rekhyet-bird, indicating that he was born to rule. Birth Room at Luxor Temple. Re-
stored drawing by Carol Meyer, after H. Brunner and Al. Gayet and a photo by
Lanny Bell.

Royal temples and tombs at Thebes frequently show the ka accompany-
ing the king. The~'s ka could be represented either abstractly as a pair
o~aised armBoften on a divine standard, which might lfself exfu6~-
man arms) or ~nthropomorphically as a figure with ka-aE!ls perched hi-
eroglyphical!y on its head (fig. 52).55 In either case, a banner displaying a
royal Horus- or· ka-name is usually supported between the arms. The ka
usually carries a standard topped by a human head.56 The ka may be shown
following the king as a kind of double or twin (fig. 53)· But the doubling
was merely visual, an optical illusion. Conceptually, the ka and the king
were understood to be united. The two were, in fact, one.

In Theban royal art, the ka accompanies the king from birth to death. The
ka first appears at the king's conception, in conjunction with his newly
formed body (fig. 49). In some scenes, the adult king is portrayed as an in-
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FIG. 50. Amun-Re (defaced under Akhenaten and subsequently restored) lays his
hands in a ka-like gesture on the ~prs-crown worn by Hatshepsut, who kneels be-
fore him. Obelisk lying near the Sacred Lake at Karnak. Photo by Lanny Bell.
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FIG.51. Thutmose III had defaced on this rebus frieze the ka-element in Hatshep-
sut's prenomen (Ma'at-Ka-Re) in an attempt to deprive her of the royal ka and,
consequently, of her legitimacy as king. Fragment lying on a column base in the
Hypostyle Hall at Karnak. Photo by Lanny Bell.

fant or young child, sometimes suckled by a goddess (fig. 54>.Nursing both
incorporated him into the inner circle of the gods and rejuvenated his kaP
Ritual suckling played a role in the Opet-festival's ceremonies of rebirth for
divine kingship. In death scenes, the king's ka introduces him to Osiris, the
god of both dying and regenerated vegetation (fig. 55). Osiris was lord of
the netherworld and as such the alter ego of the king's Father, the sun god.
"To go to (one's) ka" was "to die." When the king died, his body was buried
with Osiris, his eternal physical existence was assured by means of his ef~
~ that is, his transfigllfed, enabled (s3!J.), ritually reintegrated body-
and his ka returned to heaven. 58 There the ka continued to be worshiped as

r
a form of the sun god, whose essence it shared and into whom it now again
merged.,

A Brief Description of Luxor Temple

Luxor Temple stands as a major New Kingdom cult complex (fig. 56).59 It
was located in ancient Thebes along the east bank of the Nile, between the
river and the ancient town of Luxor to its east.60 The temple reached vir-
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FIG. 52. Ka-figures of Amenhotep III at Luxor Temple: (a) abstract; and (b) an-
thropomorphic. Restored drawings by Carol Meyer, after H. Brunner.
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FIG. 53. Ka-statue of the divine Amenhotep III-the king followed by the anthro-
pomorphic ka-figure-defaced under Akhenaten and subsequently restored. Of-
fering Vestibule at Luxor Temple. Photo by Lanny Bell.
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FIG. 54. In this double scene, Amun-Re lays his hands on the white crown worn by
Philip Arrhidaeus, who kneels before him, and the newly reborn king suckles at
his divine mother's breast (here, Amunet). The southern exterior wall of the red
granite Barque Shrine at Karnak was surely copied from the Barque Shrine of
Thutmose Ill, which it replaced. Drawing by Carol Meyer, after a drawing by C. R.
Lepsius and a photo by R. Schwaller de Lubicz.

tually its complete form within a period of about 150 years, between the
reigns of Amenhotep III (Dynasty 18) and Ramesses II (Dynasty 19). Tra-
ditional Egyptian rituals were practiced there into Roman times.

Was there a Luxor Temple before the reign of Amenhotep III? Very little
is known, but the existing evidence suggests that a structure for celebrat-
ing the cultus of the divine king existed at Luxor from at least the time of
Hatshepsut and Thutmose III (early Dynasty 18).61 For example, sandstone
drums from polygonal columns that are typical of the period of Hatshep-
sut and Thutmose III were reused in walls erected by Amenhotep III from
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FIG. 55. The royal ka embraces Tutankhamun from behind as he unites with Osiris.
The burial chamber of Tutankhamun's tomb in the Valley of the Kings. Photo by
LannyBell.

approximately the area of the Offering Vestibule (fig. 56, no. 25) south-
ward.62 The drums were probably remains from a Thutmoside structure
that once stood in Luxor's sanctuary area. Also, materials originally deco-
rated for Hatshepsut, Thutmose III, and Amenhotep II were reused in the
triple barque shrine of Ramesses II (figs. 56, no. 4; 57); and, in 1989, statues
from the reign of Thutmose III were found buried in the western half of the
sun court (fig. 56, no. 11) in the Luxor Cachette.P Finally, Hatshepsut erect-
ed a series of six way stations for the Opet-festivalland procession from
Karnak to Luxor (fig. 58).64She obviously built this road to lead some-
where!65
The axis of the Luxor Temple ran approximately north-south, roughly

paralleling the course of the Nile. Typical of Egyptian temples, it was con-
structed from the inside out. The sanctuary was built first; next the en-
trance way leading to it was elaborated; then~5idiilry :>tT1]ctu~ere
a'"ddedto magnify the grandeur of the structure as a whole. Thus the plat-
form at the south end was the first component; to that was added the court-
yard of Amenhotep III (figs. 56, no. 11; 59); next came the colonnade (figs.
56, no. 10; 60); finally, Ramesses II constructed his pylon and courtyard at
the north end (figs. 56, nos. 8, 3; 45; 57)·
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FIG. 56. Plan of Luxor Temple. Drawing by Carol Meyer.
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FIG. 57. Triple Barque Shrine of Ramesses II,which reuses material from the Sixth
Way Station of Hatshepsut. The First Courtyard at Luxor Temple. Photo by Lan-
nyBell.

FIG. 58. Adoring pa'et-people in a rebus inscription (defaced under Akhenaten and
subsequently restored). Fragment with original decoration from the Sixth Way Sta-
tion of Hatshepsut on the processional route to Luxor Temple, lying on the floor
of the central Chapel of Arnun-Re in the Triple Barque Shrine. Photo by Lanny Bell.
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FIG. 59. Southern end of the Second Courtyard at Luxor Temple, showing the
north face of the soc1e that marks the temple platform and the apse for the cult of
the Roman emperors. Photo by Lanny Bell.

Visitors approaching Luxor Temple can travel a short way along an an-
cient road that originally extended about 1.5 miles from the north (figs. 56,
no. 5; 61). Paved with stone and flanked by human-headed sphinxes, this
ceremonial avenue linked Karnak and Luxor temples and now leads to the
huge double towers of the pylon of Ramesses 11.66The towers once sup-
ported four enormous cedar-of-Lebanon flag masts from which pennants
streamed. In front of the pylon stood a pair of towering obelisks and six
colossal statues of the deified king (figs. 56, nos. 6, 7; 62).67

Passing through the pylon of Ramesses II, visitors gain access to the
king's large open peristyle court, framed by a double rank of columns (fig.
63).68 To the right, in the court's northwest quadrant, is a porticoed triple
barque shrine built against the back of the pylon's west wing (fig. 57).69 In
the middle of the court, along the sides, both the eastern and western walls
have a doorway (fig. 56, nos. 9, 2),70 In the court's southern half, eleven
colossal statues of the king stand between the columns in the first rank (the
five on the east nearly balancing the six on the west), and two more colos-
sal statues flank the entranceway to the Eighteenth Dynasty colonnade that
lies beyond (fig. 64).71

Before Ramesses II added his obelisks, statues, pylon, and peristyle court
to the front of Luxor Temple, this imposing colonnade was the first stone
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FIG. 60. Colonnade of the Luxor Temple, built for the most part under Tutankhamun.
Photo by Lanny Bell.

FIG. 61. Southern end of the Avenue of Sphinxes between Karnak and Luxor Tem-
ples, as seen from atop the Luxor Pylon. The Mosque of Maqeshqesh stands cen-
ter rear. Photo by Lanny Bell.
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FIG.62.Representation, dating to the First Jubilee of Ramesses II, of the Pylon of
LuxorTemple.FirstCourtyard at LuxorTemple.Restored drawing byCarolMey-
er, after a photo by E.Otto.

structure entered.72 Fully roofed, with fourteen gigantic columns sup-
porting the stone slabs, the colonnade was almost completely darkened
(fig. 60). The only illumination came from shafts of light admitted by high
clerestory windows. Defacements made on the facade of the colonnade by
agents of Akhenaten prove that Amenhotep III had laid its foundations
and built its walls high enough to outline some of its decoration before his
death.P However, the colonnade was primarily decorated by Tut-
ankhamun and Ay, whose cartouches were subsequently erased by
Haremhab and recarved with his own name. The side walls depict in great
detail many episodes of the Opet-festival procession that linked Karnak
and Luxor temples in the time of Tutankhamun.74 The colonnade's south-
ernmost reliefs were executed early in Dynasty 19 by Sety I, the father of
Ramesses II.

Exiting the colonnade through the gateway at its southern end, visitors
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FIG. 63. Southeast comer of the First Courtyard at Luxor Temple, showing the lo-
cation of the People's Gate (far left). In modem times, a barque stand has been set
up near the middle of the court. Photo by Lanny Bell.

enter the large peristyle sun court of Amenhotep III (fig. 59). Subsidiary
doorways located near three of its corners offer alternative access. The sun
court was not part of the core temple originally planned and executed by
Amenhotep III, which stood on the stone platform or base immediately to
the south.F'' Rather, the sun court was the core temple's first northward ex-
tension.
As visitors move southward onto the stone platform, t)Jeopen sun court

giv~ay to a cluster of telative1y Sma]) tightly packed rooms. Here, be-
yond the view of other people, the k~g and selected priests carried ~he
temple's most mysterious rites. Because the core temple underwent exten-
sive alteration and renovation during the eighteen hundred years of its
continuous cultic usage, the original form and function of some chambers
can be deduced only architectonically.
First, visitors pass through a portico, the so-called hypostyle (fig. 56, no.

24). In its eastern and western walls are subsidiary doorways. The eastern
doorway probably led to ,!<:smallmud-brick palace where, during the Opei-
festival, the king garbed, rested, and ate (no. 12). The western doorway
probably led to the priests' living quarters (no. 23). Opening off the back,
or southern end, of the portico were individual barque shrines for the The-
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FIG. 64. Colossus of Ramesses IIbeside the entrance to the Colonnade in the First
Courtyard at Luxor Temple. Photo by Lanny Bell.
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ban triad (opening off the west side, Amun-Re: off the east side, Mut and
Khonsuj"
Next, walking straight along the axial way, visitors enter a once columned

hall, the Chamber of the Divine King (fig. 56, no. 14). Off this room open
two small peripheral chapels, now in ruinous condition. At the beginning
of the fourth century C.E., the Romans removed the hall's columns, raised
its floor level (using drums from the columns of the Kushite kiosk that once
stood before the Ramesside pylon), and converted it into a place for wor-
shiping the divine emperor (fig. 59).77
Stooping through a small doorway at the rear of the hall, visitors come

to the Offering Vestibule (fig. 56, no. 25)?8 Near its southwest corner an-
other doorway opens into a jogged passageway leading outside the tem-
ple, used for the reversion of offerings (fig. 56, no. I}).
From the vestibule, visitors pass into the central barque sanctuary, where

the portable image of Amun-Re of Karnak resided when he visited Luxor
Temple for the Opet-festival (fig. 56, no. 15). The sanctuary's inner shrine
was reconstructed in the name of the Macedonian conqueror Alexander the
Great (fourth century H.C.E.) and bears his decoration.Z? But this late ver-
sion rests on the foundations of the barque shrine built by Amenhotep III,
some of whose original decorations are preserved on the sanctuary walls
that surround the inner shrine.s? A doorway in the northeast corner of the
sanctuary leads to a suite of two rooms (nos. 16, 17)on whose walls are por-
trayed episodes from the divine birth cycle of Amenhotep III (figs. 47, 49);
his apotheosis as the sun god, his coronation, and one of his jubilees. Flank-
ing the barque sanctuary and set into the eastern and western walls of the
core temple was a series of tiny chapels-now almost completely ruined
(fig. 56, no. 22). At least some of these apparently received statues of gods
associated with Amun-Re, members of the Theban Ennead.P!
During pharaonic times, the axial way of Luxor Temple ended at the sol-

id back wall of the barque sanctuary. Today visitors can pass through an
open doorway in that wall to enter what was originally an essentially sep-
arate temple immediately to the south (fig. 56, no. 18)82 This was the
Southern Opet, the sanctuary of the distinctive form of the Amun of Luxor
Temple: Amenemopet. There the god's cult image resided on a large stand
built directly over the mythic mound of creation.P In antiquity, the only
access to the sanctuary was off-axis, through a doorway at the southern
end of the two-room suite containing the birth and coronation scenes.v' In
a sense, Luxor Temple originally had two axes: a north-south axis leading
to the barque sanctuary and an east-west (solar) axis through the Opet-tem-
ple.8s The barque sanctuary of Amun-Re of Karnak and the hidden sanc-
tuary of Amenemopet of Luxor were separated physically but were related
both conceptually and ritually.86
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Luxor Temple and the Opet-Festival

From at least the New Kingdom onward, Luxor Temple was the my tho-
logic power base of the living divine king and the foremost national shrine
for his cultus. Completed under Ramesses II, it served the needs of alllat-
er rulers without substantive modification. One templT fit all, for the king's
individual identity was to a very great extent subsumed under the royal
ka-the unique divine spirit handed down from ruler to ruler from before
the dawn of history and shared by all Egyptian kings. The royal kawas giv-

. en extraordinary prominence at I ,uxor TemR~:a7 The~fusion there of
references and representations has no parallel elsewhere/" During the
temple's annual Opet-festival, the reigning monarch was identified with
the royal ka, divine kingship was reborn, and the individual king's right to
rule was reconfirmed.P" At the clima&.Amlln-Re'~ pawns .,."erehallsferreci
to the king. and he then caJUf' into aI2Rearance before the representatives
o"f'fuePopulace who waited anxiously in the public areas of the temple for
their first glimpse of the transfigured monarch.??

The cosmic significance of the Opet-festival was tremendous, Beyond its
role in the cultus of the king, it secured the regeneration of the Creator,
~un of Luxor, the rebirth of Amun-Re of Karnak. and the re-creation,9f
the cosmos,91 S;ods became weary by the end of each year, when the agri-
cultural cycle bad mu its ccusse. They and their creation needed a recharge,
afresh input of energy. The dying gods needed to step outside the created
world to tap the pure, uncontrolled power of the boundless chaos sur-
rounding the cosmos, the seething miasma whence the cosmos had origi-
nated. Opening the door to the uncreated was no simple operation and was
fraught with danger. Improperly done, it could unleash the full destructive
potential of disorder. But properly done, through the prescribed rituals of
the Opet-festival presided over by the divine king, the opening could pro-
duce rebirth and re-creation.

From at least as early as the Old Kingdom, the ancient Egyptians em-
ployed three separate calendars-lunar, solar/sidereal, and civil.92 In
prehistoric times, the lunar calendar had twelve months and 354 days, un-
synchronized with the cycle of solar seasons, which repeats approximate-
ly every 365! days/" In historic times, the lunar calendar was modified to
allow the first new moon of the lunar year to occur near the heliacal rising
of Sirius (the dog star, called Sothis by the Egyptians) and roughly within
the season of the Nile's annual flooding. This was accomplished by adding
a thirteenth (intercalary) lunar month once every three years or SO.94The
"solilunar" calendar of twelve- and thirteen-month years stayed roughly
synchronous with the solar / sidereal year and the natural rhythms of the
inundation, the seasons, and the agricultural cycle, and it was this calen-
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dar that the ancient Egyptians used to determine the dates for religious fes-
tivals.f"
The Opet-festival was the longest celebration in the Theban festival cal-

endar and was apparently considered the most important. In accordance
with the solilunar calendar, it began on the fifteenth or nineteenth day of
the second month of the first season, called Inundation (i3lJit). Its celebra-
tion grew from eleven days in length to twenty-four or even twenty-seven
days as the festival was developed and elaborated through the years." De-
spite minor fluctuations, the date of the Opet-festival always fell some-
where near the beginning of the Nile's three-month flood season.
Key elements in the public celebration of the Opet-festival were the pro-

c.ession of the king from Karnak to Luxor, his fateful, face-to-face meeting
there with his divine father, Amun-Re, and his procession back to Karnak.
The extant record of the procession is rather sketchy, but a fair amount of
early pictorial and textual material survives from the reigns of Hatshepsut,
Amenhotep III, and 'Iutankhamun.P? From this and the available architec-
tural evidence (particularly from the reign of Ramesses II), we can deduce
the course of the procession and some of its events.?"
The procession linked the cult complexes of Karnak and Luxor (fig. 65).

The Temple of Amun-Re at Karnak had two main axes: the primary one
oriented east-west, parallel to the daily course of the sun, and the sec-
ondary one oriented generally north-south, parallel to the Nile.99 T~-
lar axis symbolized Amun-R~. The river axis led to Luxor Temple and must
have been constructed with the Opet-festival in mind, for from the begin-
ning of Luxor's architectural history (so far as we know it), its primary axis
was reciprocally oriented.l''?
The area at Karnak whose function corresponded most closely to Luxor

Temple's was the Festival Hall (Akhmenu) of Thutmose III (fig. 65, no. 2).101
Located behind the main sanctuary of Amun-Re, it was a separate cult
complex where the theme of regeneration was expressed especially strong-
ly and the barque of the divine living king probably resided. The Festival
Hall was a Great Mansion of Millions of Years, a focus for the union of king
and god. Its architecture and decoration symbolized the whole domain of
Amun-Re, With the extension of the Egyptian empire into Western Asia
during the New Kingdom, Amun-Re came to be seen as a universal god,
the ruler of all. In the Akhmenu, the king is portrayed as Amun-Re's earth-
ly manifestation, and a fragmJntary series of scenes depicts festival pro-
cessions that seem to pertain, in part, to the Opet-festivap02
Major episodes of the Opet-festival procession are represented schemat-

ically in the reliefs of ilie colonnade at Luxor Temple.103 But data gleaned
from elsewhere, including the architectural record, suggest that the actual
course of events was a bit different. In the colonnade's first scenes, the king,
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accompanied by the royal barque, makes offering to the barques of Amun-
Re, Mut, and Khonsu-the Theban triad-resting on pedestals in an open
court at Karnak. Then these boats and the king's own barque are carried
forward on the shoulders of bald-headed Wb-priests, surrounded by
bright feather plumes and fans. 104Four prophets, with clean-shaven heads
and leopard-skin mantles, walk smartly beside each barque, attending the
deity inside. En route, the veiled and hidden images are presented incense
and fresh water with great pomp and fanfare, and the fans and plumes are
dipped in homage to the gods. Passing through a pylon, the parade ad-
vances beyond Karnak to the bank of the Nile, where the barques are
loaded onto barges for transport to Luxor.
My interpretation of these colonnade scenes and of other available data

leads me to suggest that the actual course of the procession from beginning
to embarkation was more complex. I believe the march originated in the
Akhrnenu. From there the king and a small party carrying the barque that
housed his ka-statue moved westward into the main sanctuary of Amun-
Re (fig. 65, no. 1) and thence into the nearby barque sanctuary.l'" Picking
up Amun-Re's barque and its priestly attendants, the king and his party
exited into the open court where Karnak's two axes intersected and turned
southward onto the secondary axis. Consistent with this hypothesis,
Amenhotep III depicted the Opet-festival procession on the east face (back)
of his Third Pylon (no. 3), where it would have faced the exiting party at
the spot the axes crossed.P" Having turned south, the procession followed
the Luxor axis through the Eighth Pylon, and made a short detour to the
Khonsu Temple (no. 6).107There Khonsu's ka-statue joined the parade, af-
ter the king had made offerings to him.108Returning to the Luxor axis, the
marchers followed the avenue of ram-headed sphinxes to the Temple of
MUt.109There Mut's ka-statue joined the procession, after the king had
made offerings to her. Perhaps before the sojourn at Mut's temple, perhaps
after it, the barque of Amun-Re halted at the sanctuary of the god Kamutef
(no. 10) and also rested in Hatshepsut's northernmost way station (no. 11),
where the king made offerings to Amun-Re.110From there the procession
went on to Luxor by one of two routes, river or land.P!
On the river route, the barques of king and god(s) traveled overland

from the Temple of Mut westward to the Nile landing, where they board-
ed their barges for Luxor.P? T~e reliefs of the Luxor colonnade depict the
river scenes vividly. As the fleet embarks, sailors set the sails of tow boats
to catch the breeze.P" On the banks, gangs or crews of men haul at ropes
to safely guide the barg,s and their precious cargo. Nearby, large crowds
mass to view the flotilla. Loud roars must have erupted as the king, queen,
and gods sailed past. On land, paralleling and keeping pace with the flotil-
la, Egyptian and foreign detachments of the army-some with hair feath-
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ers, all in full battle array (carrying battle axes, bows, spears, clubs, and
shields)-march behind standards adorned with colorful plumes and
streamers. Horses and chariots appear, similarly decorated. People chant
and clap; musicians pluck lutes and shake sistrums and beat drums. Acro-
batic dancers perform in time with the intoxicating rhythms.P" What a pro-
fusion of people and animals, sounds and movements, costumes and
ornaments! What a babble of tongues! §nd over the din, trumpeters signal
the various movements of the drama. Finally, the water procession arrives
at Luxor's landing, where it is met by the lines of princes, princesses, and
high officials who are now at the head of the overland group, carrying bou-
quets and other offerings and leading fattened, festooned cattle that are
destined for sacrifice. The barques are carried off the barges and through a
gateway into the temple. There they are set down, with offerings heaped
before them.

In reality, however, the procession from the Temple of Mut to Luxor
sometimes followed the land route. On these occasions, the barques of king
and god(s) were carried right through to Luxor Temple on the sphinx-lined
road (figs. 56, no. 5; 65, no. 13; 61).115 They rested en route at Hatshepsut's
way stations; these, numbered I through VI from north to south, are de-
picted schematically on red quartzite blocks from her dismantled Karnak
barque sanctuary (the Chapelle Rouge) (fig. 66).116 Hatshepsut was a pro-
lific builder. Besides the Opet way stations, she added significantly to Kar-
nak, enhanced the Temple of Mut with the grandeur of stone construction,
erected the core of the stone Temple of Amun at Medinet Habu, and con-
structed her great royal cult complex at Deir el-Bahri.P? At each of these
conceptually interrelated sites, she gave prominence to the cultus of the di-
vine ruler, which may have been the driving force behind her building ac-
tivity. Ostensibly her promotion to the throne had been sanctioned by an
oracular pronouncement of Amun-Re himself. But she had seized effective
control from the hands of the young Thutmose III, and she continued to
share power with him, as core gent, until she disappeared and presumably
died. Hatshepsut may have become obsessed wjth deHl8flstraHn/j l:!8t le-
gitimacy and may therefore have come to advance the development of The-
ban divine-ruler theology dramatically. Hatshepsut was demonstrably the
first king to depict hImself (herself) be'ing begotten by Amun-Re as ruler-
designate, the first to give prominence in the Theban triad to the divine
feminine principle (in the form of Mut), and the first to portray the Opet-
festival. It is indeed not absolutely certain that the Opet-festival was cele-
brated before her reign, although it is logical to assume that it was. In any
case, Hatshepsut seems to have actively developed, or at least elaborated,
the Opet-festival to her own benefit, perhaps grafting it onto a preexisting
cultus at Luxor.
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FIG. 66.SixthWayStationofHatshepsut, as representedon a blockfromher Barque
Shrine at Karnak. Photo by Lanny Bell.

The evidence from Hatshepsut's reign shows that jn ceJebrati!:uL!he
Opet-festival she used the land route from Karnak to Luxor but took the
river route back from Luxor to Karnak.P" Amun-Re, having been rejuve-
nated at Luxor, returned to Karnak in triumph, his glistening barge riding
the crest of the fresh, fertilizing flood waters of the Nile, which he, as Cre-
ator, brought to the whole of Egypt.P? By the time of Tutankhamun, the
river route apparently was used for both legs of the journey. Thutmose III
and Amenhotep III had already taken the river route to Luxor, perhaps ex-
clusively, as attested by evidence from Karnak.F" The factors that deter-
mined whether a pharaoh followed the land route or water route to Luxor
are difficult, if not impossible, to fathom. Perhaps particular kings favored
one form of pageantry over the other. Perhaps Amenhotep III wanted to
display to maximum effect the new barge that he had commissioned for
Amun-Re, an argument that could apply to Tutankhamun as wel1.l21 Per-
haps the height of the Nile influenced the choice, the land route being used
when the flood was late or too low to permit convenient navigation. We
simply cannot say.
From Ramesses II onward, when the splendid procession reached Lux-

or Temple the barques entered the peristyle courtyard (fig. 56, no. 3) by one
of two ceremonial entrances.F? When the barques moved overland, the
great pylon was employed (no. 8). When they moved by river, they used
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FIG. 67.Procession of offerings and sacrificespresented during the Opet-festival.
Ascene in the First Courtyard at Luxor Temple.Photo by Lanny Bell.

the much smaller gateway (no. 2) opposite the quay (no. 1) in the court's
western wall. The decoration of the peristyle court was appropriate to en-
try through either gateway. However, Ramesses II must have used the riv-
er entry much more frequently than the land entry, for his triple barque
shrine (no. 4) is oriented to the south (at a right angle to the river route)
rather than to the east (at a right angle to the land route).123
Upon entering the peristyle court, the procession turned toward the triple

shrine for the offerings, sacrifices, and other rituals that hailed the gods' ar-
rival (fig. 67). Then, after an appropriate rest, the procession resumed its
journey toward the inner barque sanctuary (fig. 56, no. 15), disappearing
into the darkened colonnade (no. 10). This routine is confirmed by the wall
reliefs in the western half of the court. Conventionally in Egyptian art, a de-
ity is represented as looking out from the shrine in which he resides for the
ritual being depicted, and the king is shown facing the deity and, therefore,
that shrine.P" The large reliefs in the upper register of panels north of the
western gateway pose the god in association with the triple barque shrine,
while those south of the gateway reverse the orientation and associate the
god with the inner barque sanctuary at the south end of the temple.P"
Were representatives of the populace already present in the peristyle

court when the divine barques entered in procession? I believe so. Rames-
ses II constructed his courtyard in a transitional space that previously had
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stood outside the temple precinct and had had a tradition of public ac-
cess-the precinct of Opet Way Station VI, which Hatshepsut had estab-
lished outside Luxor Temple. Ramesses II probably dismantled the way
station, which had a single chapel for Amun-Re, in order to build a triple
shrine that could accommodate all the Theban triad (figs. 58,57).126But in
so dOing, he had to provide for admitting the populace to the court so t11eY
Could continue to experience the oracles and other manifestations of r~al
and divine power that had attended the station. The decorative motifs vis-
ible on the fragments of Hatshepsut's way station that were reused in the
triple shrine prove that people had been able to approach the station.F?
Both rekhyet- and pa'et-people are depicted adoring Amun-Re.128 For our
purposes, the word rekhyet may be translated "common people." The pa'et
were evidently a more elite mythological component of the population,
originally perhaps members of the royal clan.F? Hatshepsut's decorations
include at least three series of kneeling humans (the pa'et-folk, fig. 58) and
standing birds (the rekhyet-folk), both depicted over baskets, worshiping
Amun-Re.130 The figures, with texts before and after them, constitute part
of the rebus which reads, "Adoring Amun- Re [with various epithets] by all
the rekhyet (or pa'et), that they might live."131
We know that Ramesses II gave representatives of the people access to

the peristyle court during the Opet-festival because we find small rekhJLet-
figures carved on the large sandstone columns erected around his court
(fig. 68). Here the figures are drawn as small lapwing birds with human
arms and bands ~~d in adoration. 'Ihey SIt on small hemispherical
baskets. This rendering of the rekhyet-partly theriomorphic, partly an-
thropomorphic-bestows mythological significance on the king's subjects.
The figures occur in a rebus-writing of the phrase "all the rekhyet adore."
A cartouche of Ramesses II placed before each bird yields the reading" (It
is) Ramesses II whom all the rekhyet adore."132 This highly decorative de-
vice, found often on temple columns, pillars, and walls, might be consid-
ered one of the banalities of ancient Egyptian art, hardly more than "filler."
But their distribution is significant here and provides a key for visualizing
the court in use, alive with the excited activity of the Opet-festival. The
rekhyet are found in a frieze at about face-level, but only on the columns of
the eastern half of the court, where they are oriented toward the north-
south axis.133 This asymmetry was deliberate and not accidental, as is
proven by the reliefs and inscriptions associated with the eastern doorway
of the court (fig. 56, no. 9). There, on ther=: of the court's eastern wall,
both rekhyet-people (fig. 69) and pa'et-people (fig. 70) kneel with arms up-
raised in adoration. Their figures are completely anthropomorphic, and
they are not perched on baskets. The full name of this doorway was "The
Great Gateway of the King of Upper and Lower Egypt Ramesses II, Whom
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d FIG. 68. Adoring rekhyet-figure with the cartouche of Ramesses II. Column on the
southeast side of the First Courtyard at Luxor Temple. Photo by Lanny Bell.
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FIG. 69. Adoring rekhyet-figures depicted on the south exterior side of the People's
Gate at Luxor Temple. Photo by Lanny Bell.

FIG. 70. Adoring pa'et-people depicted on the north e;cterior side of the People's
Gate at Luxor Temple. The view across the First Courtyard-with rekhyet-figures
on the nearest column-toward the site of the ancient riverine processional gate
shows modern visitors. Photo by Lanny Bell.
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FIG. 71. Inscription naming the gateway, on the north interior side of the People's
Gate in the First Courtyard at Luxor Temple. The name of Amun-Re can be seen
to have been replaced by that of Ramesses II. Photo by Lanny Bell.

All the Rekhyet Adore That They Might Live" (fig. 71). Opening from the
presumed site of the New Kingdom town of Luxor, this doorway was ef-
fectively the "people's gate," and through it select townsfolk and officials

""-.. were admitted to stand in the eastern half of the courtyard in order to ob-
serve the stately Opet-festival procession.Ps Police or troops surely cor-
doned off the people's area to restrain the enthusiastic crowd and keep the
western half clear so the procession could move through it freely and in a
dignified, orderly fashion.

Several further pieces of evidence attest the people's presence in the peri-
style court on more occasions, at least for other festivals. First, the colossi
of the deified Ramesses II flanking the entrance to the Eighteenth Dynasty
colonnade south of his court were, like those standing outside his pylon,
ka-statues-cultic images of the king as an incarnation of the royal ka (fig.
72). The ka-statues outside the pylon were accessible to ordinary people,
and they mediated suppliants' pleas to the great, hidden god whose sanc-
tuary lay beyond. The colossi of the king outside the colonnade (in the peri-
style court) probably functioned similarly.135

Second, a relief depiction of Khonsu on the exterior, eastern wall of the
moon god's chapel (the easternmost element of Ramesses II's triple barque
shrine) was enclosed and configured as a shrine for the people.P>
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FIG. 72. Base inscription naming the statue of the deified Ramesses II (fig. 64) as
the royal ka "Re ofthe Rulers." To the right and left are officiating Iunmutef-priests.
Photo by Lanny Bell. ~,

Third, common persons were admitted to the Amun-Re chapel (the cen-
tral element of the triple shrine), although presumably not when it was in
use for festival processions. In the chapel's rear wall there was a double
"false door," whose special configuration emphasized the identity between
god and king (fig. 73).137 Two pairs of figures-powerful representations of
the divine-framed the ritual portal and were the focus of people's adora-
tion and veneration:

First,carved in relief to the immediate right and left of the double door-
way was a symmetrical pair of colossal ram-headed staffs. 138 This distinc-
tive artistic treatment was probably patterned on the similar design, dating
to Amenhotep III, in Amun-Re's inner barque sanctuary (fig. 56, no. 15).139
The repetition alerts us to the two spots' essential unity oHunction; both
were facilities for the exchange of messages between worlds. But whereas
no one except the king and his most important priests could approach god
in his inner barque sanctuary, common people, too, could f6rward prayers
to od through the outer barqu~-,':'a~k""m:-'dro-:f;:-d~i:--v-:-in-e-:;l-y-a-p-p-o:-:-in---;-te~d;-';-;:'t:-ele-
phone boo . __ -=-
--"----_. ---------,

Second, recessed into the side walls to the right and left of the double
door was a symmetrical pair of covered niches containing life-sized stand-
ing images of the divine Ramesses II. The two ka-statues originally housed
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FIG. 73. Double false door flanked by mdw-spsy standards of Amun-Re, at the back
of his chapel in the Triple Barque Shrine at Luxor Temple. The Hatshepsut block
(fig. 58) lies on the ground at the lower left. Photo by Lanny Bell.
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there have long since disappeared, but depictions in relief record their
forms. The statues actually faced outward from the side walls, toward each
other, parallel to the plane of the double door. But in conformity with the
conventions of Egyptian art, reliefs show them with their backs to the dou-
ble door, a pose that connected them closely to the ritual portal and em-
phasized their cultic status.l+' Each statue was attended by the god Thoth
(the Egyptian spiritual guide or divine mediator) and a Iunmutef-priest.142
The latter, garbed in the skin of a leopard or panther, was associated with
affairs of the ka, especially transitions in status (cf. fig. 72).143Reliefs on the
back wall of each niche portray clearly its ka-statue's special attributes,
which were intended to validate the king's union with Amun-Re, The
western statue displayed the ram's horn of Amun-Re sprouting from the
king's temple and curving across his cheek. The ram was a favorite repre-
sentation of the power ofAmun-Re, and the Theban iconography of divine
kingship fairly commonly used the ram's horns to symbolize a ruler's son-
ship to Amun-Re and his union, through the royal ka,with the Creator (fig.
48).144The eastern statue featured in the king's right hand, resting on his
shoulder, the ram-headed mdw-spsy standard, a symbol for the ka ofAmun-
Re.145To all who beheld either ka-statue, it said' "The king possesses.god's
~u; each symbolized the unity of king and god. ~
Both pairs of figures-the symmetrical colossal ram-headed staffs and

the royal ka-statues in the symmetrical covered niches-were objects for
popular adoration and veneration, and they evidence common people's ac-
cess to the peristyle court.
But let us rejoin the Opet-festival procession itself. Observed excitedly by

the exuberant representatives of the people, the king had completed the
welcoming offerings for the gods at the triple barque shrine and, together
with the other marchers, had left the court of Ramesses II, disappearing
from sight into the darkened colonnade (figs. 56, no. 10; 60). In due time,
the procession emerged from the colonnade into the bright sunlight of the
court of Amenhotep III (figs. 56, no. 11; 59). There, I believe, it once again
received the acclamation of common people specially chosen and assem-
bled to witness further episodes in their divine king's miraculous trans-
formation (fig. 74). Before a peristyle court or colonnade had ever existed,
before Amenhotep III had enclosed the open area outside the core temple
with this courtyard, select members of the populace had congregated here
to watch the king and the priests carrying the sacred barques as they
mounted the temple platform and disappeared inside. Duplicate inscrip-
tions on the pilasters at the east and west comers of the core temple's por-
tico proclaim, "All low-lying lands and all highlands are at the feet of this
vigorous god [nir njr, the king] whom all the gods love and all the rekhyet
adore, that they might live" (fig. 75).146The rekhyet are represented here, as
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FIG. 74. Second Courtyard at Luxor Temple, filled with participants and onlook-
ers at the modern Festival of the Oars. Photo by Lanny Bell.
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FIG. 75.Rekhyet-inscription on the north faceof the eastern pilaster ·of't'heSecond
Courtyard at Luxor Temple,on the facade of the original stone temple ofAmen-
hotep III. Photo by Lanny Bell.

on the sandstone columns of the court of Ramesses II, as lapwing birds
with human arms and hands upraised in adoration. After Amenhotep III
built his courtyard and laid the foundations for the colonnade, the main
temple area open to the public must have shifted northward from the por-
tico to the space between the colonnade and Hatshepsut's sixth barque sta-
tion, the area that Ramesses II later enclosed. But even after the construction
of the sun court of Amenhotep III, tradition must have demanded the ful-
fillment of the portico's inscription; durin$ the Opet-festival procession,
common people needed to be present in front of the core temple to adore
the king.147 Representatives of the populace could gain access to the court
without passing through the colonnade by using the small-doorway near
the court's northeast corner. Perhaps at the conclusion of the rites in the
colonnade, some or all of the people exited through the east gate of the
Ramesside court, hurried past the colonnade, and funneled through the
northeast door of the sun court. There they readied themselves to reverence
the king anew when he emerged from the colonnade. Or perhaps a totally
different group of people were assigned the sun-court role of adoration.
After the king, gods, and priests passed through the sun court, they en-

tered the secluded core temple and disappeared from the view of the
throng, who remained in place to await their eventual return. Doors en-
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closed the procession, and further rites took place in secret. But the archi-
tecture, decorations, and inscriptions in the various rooms of the temple
platform provide a guide to the procession's course and actions.P"

The disposition of the barques was changed somewhat between the
reigns of Amenhotep III and Ramesses II, but from Ramesses II onward it
happened this way.149 The barques of Mut and Khonsu were installed in
their respective chapels (fig. 56, nos. 29,30) before the Chamber of the Di-
vine King (no. 14) and immediately south of the hypostyle portico (no.
24).150The barques of Amun-Re and the divine king proceeded farther.P!
Arnun-Re's would complete the course to the barque sanctuary at the ter-
minus of the, processional way (d. fig. 76). The king's came to rest in the
chapel opening off the southeast comer of the Chamber of the Divine King.
Later, apparently, his portable ka-statue was removed from the barque and
accompanied the king on his journey with Amun-Re to the barque sanctu-
ary. The Chamber of the Divine King, the room in which the divinity of the
king was most prominently portrayed, was a real power point in Luxor
Temple (fig. 56, no. 14).152There, after the king's purification by water and
ritual introduction to Amun-Re, the coronation rites were repeated.P" The
god (or rather, the priest playing the role of god) placed the various forms
of crown, one by one, on the king's head, verifying that they fit and that
the pharaoh was ready to assume the many duties of kingship on earth.
During each separate crowning, the king knelt before Amun-Re with his
back toward the god, and the deity placed his hands on the king's head or
crown from behind in the protective gesture characteristic of the royal ka
(figs. 50, 54; d. fig. 48).154Through this laying on of hands, the royal kawas
transmitted metaphysicaliy from Father to 50n.155The rite rejuvenatedthe
king, as is signified by a small suckling scene nearby (d. fig. 54) Once more
diyj,ne kingship was being reborn.l'"

Throughout the Opet-festival, the ka-attributes and -energy of the king
had grown steadily, through a series of,transformations, as he advanced ~o-
ward the barque sanctuary of his divine Father, Amun-Re, the source of the
royal ka.157 Of these transformations, the rites in the Chamber of the Divine
King had been, to this point, the most powerful. But the climactic episode
of the king's Opet-transfiguration was yet to come. 50 on he went, togeth-
er with the barque of Amun-Re, his own ka-statue, and high ranking
priests, to the end point of the Opet-axis, the inner sanctuary of Amun-Re
(fig. 56, no. 15)·

There, as priests recited sacred texts, the king presented a series of high-
ly significant offerings to Amun-Re, who remained hidden in his barque.
An efficacious royal offering gave rise to a reciprocal divine blessing.P"
When the king performed a sacrifice properly and it had a re-creative ef-
fect on god, the deity responded in kind, re-creating the king. The more sig-
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FIG. 76. Representation of the barque of Amun-Re resting on a barque stand. Var-
ious forms of mdw-§psy standards are portrayed beneath the carrying poles. Barque
Chapel at the Qurna Temple of Sety 1. Photo by Lanny Bell.

nificant the king's offering, the greater the risk of failure but the greater the
potential for renewal. Wordplay signaled each offering's possible benefit
to the king. Presenting god "pure water" (w'b)-that is, New Year's water,
the first fresh, invigorating waters collected from the recent inundation-
could make the king "pure" (w'b); offering god "fresh flowers" (rnpyt)
could make the king "young" (rnpl.tl); and burning "incense" (sntr) for
god could "deify" (sntrl) the king. After ~presentation_ of!bL()~ferings
and the accomplishment of their a~m, the kingapproached the naos of the
barque, opened its doors, and came into the presence of his divine father,
standing directly before him. Instantly, Amun-Re's glory reflected back

(... -...-.
onto the king, and the pharaoh became a renascent god, with a renewed
persona and additional names. I fie kmg then knelt before' Amun-Re, this
time facing the god, and the deity crowned him=definitl';e-ry-{fi:-g~77r
Both dramahcally and arcmfectonicaTIy,lne Opet celebratic)nreciChed its

consummation in the barque sanctuary when, after, offerings, the kneeling
king faced Amun-Re and received the crown. I am convinced, however,
that in preparation for the offerings and climactic coronation the king had
acted to reawaken and put to decisive use the creative powers of Amen-
emopet. Amenemopet was the autochthonous god of Luxor, the Amun of
Luxor Temple, the local manifestation of the self-begotten primordial god
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FIG. 77. Amenhotep III kneels facing Amun-Re in order to be crowned by the god
(defaced under Akhenaten and subsequently restored). Barque Sanctuary at Lux-
or Temple. Photo by Lanny Bell.
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Kamutef, the First Principle and Creator of the world, and a form of the roy-
al ka-all in one.159 I can easily imagine that after the king had accompanied
the barque ofAmun-Re to its sanctuary (fig. 56, no. 15) he immediately went
through the Coronation Room (no. 17) and into the Opet-sanctuary, the di-
vine residence of Amenemopet (no. 18). There the king would have set in
motion the new creation cycle that the Opet-festival and the rebirth of di-
vine kingship were to energize. H~ F1'9~did this by performing3n
Opening of the Mouth ceremony on Am~t:lemopet the Creator, toucb~
..@:ze-likeimplement to the lips of his cultic statue, thereby reawakening
and recharging him (cf. fig. 78).160 The symbolic blade of this tool was a
small bit of meteoric iron-a magical metal, associated with the heavens,
that had provided the "spark" or "lightning strike" that brought the first
generation of beings into existence. Following the opening of Amen-
emopet's mouth, the king would have returned to the barque sanctuary
carrying the life force of the regenerated god to the still moribund Amun-
Re of Karnak. There the life force would have been passed from Amen-
emopet to Amun-Re by a ritual merging of the godS.161Both gods having
been rejuvenated, the institution of divine kingship and the cr~~on of the
world could once more occur.
When the king, priests, and gods had completed their secret rites with-

in the dark, mysterious chambers of the core temple, they presented them-
selves again in the sun court. The assembled throng had been anxiously
awaiting evidence of the rituals' efficacy, and they must have roared at the
sight of the regenerated divine king, splendidly arrayed and glorious in tri-
umph, and the barques of the revitalized triad, as they reemerged into the
bright sunlight. For days to come, common people throughout the land
would celebrate the rebirth of the world, abandoning themselves to unre-
strained jubilation-and its excesses.
After the king, gods, and priests had taken a brief rest from their stren-

uous labors, they set forth on the trip back to Karnak. Although the return
procession of the rejuvenated king and gods must have had many thrilling
moments, further peaks of excitement must have been difficult to achieve
and sustain in this period following the liturgical climax. The ritual point
having been made so dramatically, I imagine the mood of the homeward-
bound passengers was somewhat muted, and their rituals, somewhat
abridged, however grand the flotilla's display an~ however fervid the peo-
ple's response. Reentering Karnak through the monumental Third Pylon
(fig. 65, no. 3), the divine beings disappeared quickly into the restricted
parts of the temple. The barque of Amun-Re was probably the first to be
reinstalled in its shrine, followed by those of the king, Mut, and Khonsu as
the king reported to Amun-Re in Karnak's main sanctuary (no. 1), bring-
ing the festival to an end.
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FIG. 78.KingAyperforming the Opening of theMouth ritual forhis deceased pre-
decessor, Tutankhamun. The burial chamber of Tutankhamun's tomb in the Val-
ley of the Kings.Photo by Lanny Bell.

Other Important Functions of Luxor Temple

The Opet-sanctuary was no doubt built over the mythological creation
mound that Egyptians believed to have arisen there, and the decoration of
its wallssymbolized the east-west course of the sun. However, very little is
known about the special cultus of the god of the sanctuary-Amenemopet,
the Amun of Luxor Temple. It has been proposed that his original cultic
form was the ram, a powerful fertility symbol, and I have also theorized a
revitalizing role for him in the Opet-festivaJ.162In any case, the worship of
Amenemopet continued in the sanctuary as long as there was a Luxor Tem-
ple. After Roman modifications to the Chamber of the Divine King blocked
the north-south axis, the southern end of the cult complex remained ac-
cessible. Small secondary doorways (fig. 56, no. 20) were cut through the
core temple's east wall to permit entrance to the barque sanctuary, the Opei-
sanctuary, and the rooms ancillary to them.163
Some first-millennium B.C.E. religious materials from the Theban region

contain important clues to the cultus of Amenemopet during the New
Kingdom.l'" In the speculative theology underlying the Theban cos-
mogony, the primal being contained within himself-complete and per-
fect-the seeds of the whole cosmos. But the act of creation was assisted by
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the Ogdoad, a group of eight shadowy demiurges engendered and born at
Luxor and referred to in the texts as "the Progenitors and the Mothers."
They were the elemental gods, symbolizing the potential of the energy la-
tent within the semichaotic state of the mysterious, predawn world. Ap-
parently the Ogdoad's vital forces were expended in creation, and their
burial place was the mythological mound called Djeme. In the reign of Hat-
shepsut, the small temple of Medinet Habu was built over Djeme, on
Thebes' west bank. During the Decade Festival, Amenemopet the Creator
left his residence in Luxor Temple and crossed the Nile to visit Medinet
Habu (at least symbolically, if not actuallyj.l-" There he was regenerated
by merging with his own primordial form-the chthonic Amun manifest
in a wondrous serpent (Kematefj.l= Amenemopet subsequently reenact-
ed funerary services for the Ogdoad, who were construed as his own an-
cestors. He revivified their kas, thereby renewing the world that evolved
from them. Interestingly, a prototype of the first-millennium Decade Festi-
val is attested as early as Ramesses II. By that time, it seems, Luxor was al-
ready considered a primary creation site and the birthplace of Amun-Re of
Karnak. . -,

During another Theban festival known as the Appearance of Amun-Min-
Kamutef, Amenemopet was mysteriously reunited with the national cre-
ator god Min. or the self-begotten Theban fertility god Kamutef. During the
New Kingdom, this was Luxor Temple's second most important annual cel-
ebration, after the Opet-festival.167 Its procession probably followed the av-
enue of sphinxes from the Kamutef sanctuary (fig. 65, no. 10), where it
originated, to Luxor Temple, which it entered through the pylon of Rames-
ses 11.168In this procession, the cultic figure of Min was carried on the shoul-
ders of the Wb-priests fully exposed to public view, not hidden in the naos
of a barque. A small portable screen or blind was apparently erected around
the god when privacy was required.

Conclusion

I have presented a new theory of the history and functions of Luxor Tem-
ple. The temple's importance has long been acknowledged, but its unique-
ness has heretofore remained undefinable. Most scholars have understood
the temple as an appendage ofthe Karnak complex but have left open the
precise relationship betwien the two. Most have described Luxor archi-
tecturally, not functionally, portraying it as a sanctuary dedicated to the
Theban triad but saying little about its special cultus, Studies of the tem-
ple's most renowned feast, the Opet-festival, have focused primarily on the
procession; the purpose of the celebration has been unexplained.
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Luxor Temple remains, more than a century after its architectural exca-
vation, largely unpublished, This is the principal reason for the difficulty
in interpreting it. Libraries do not have the documentation needed to un-
derstand it Scholars must know the temple firsthand, from bottom to top.
Furthermore, because religion and politics overlapped in ancient Egypt,

Luxor Temple was embedded in the whole fabric of New Kingdom soci-
ety, and it united fundamental aspects of social and political life as well as
religion. So scholars must start from a perspective broad enough and de-
tailed enough to fit the temple into the totality of the culture.
I was fortunate to acquire firsthand knowledge of Luxor Temple during

my five seasons of fieldwork in the Theban necropolis and my twelve years
of residence in modern Luxor, I also gained insights by trying to explain
the temple to the relentlessly inquisitive members of numerous academic
study tours. These (:ircumstances have prepared me to come to grips with
the temple's secrets.
I have attempted to connect the most significant architectural and deco-

rative features of Luxor Temple to relevant textual materials and to relate
my interpretation of these features to ancient Egyptian temples' overall
roles. In so doing, I have used the raw data, or "facts," of the culture plus
conceptual models developed by anthropologists and historians of religion
to uncover the meanings that sophisticated cultural constructs have for the
people who believe in them,

To summarize my theory, Luxor Temple, the Southern Residence of
Amun, was actually two temples in one, serving two different manifesta-
tions of the god,169 The small Opet Temple proper was the dwelling place
of the mysterious Amenemopet of Luxor, and the much larger Opet-festi-
val Annex-all of Luxor Temple north of the Hidden Sanctuary-was, in
essence, ~'elaborate barque shrine for accommodating Amun-Re of Kar-
nak and his full entourage during his annual visit to Luxor, Amenemopet's
closed sanctuary was presumably the site where priests performed for him
a standard daily offering ritual. The First Courtyard of the larger temple
was most likely open much of the year for ordinary people tg pray in. The
two temples at Luxor and the two forms of Amun were physjcalJy llnited
o~e a year during the Opet-festival, when the annual ritual rebirth of the
ro al lea, the immortal creative spirit of divine kin ship, miraculousl re-
stored the worlds of t e go s an 0 umankind.
The pharaoh was a god-king. During the Opet-festival at Luxor he was

worshiped as the living royal ka, the chief earthly manifestation of the Cre-
ator. As the son of god, he was himself, both in spirit and in flesh, god, His
visible activities in the human world had invisible counterparts in the di-
vine world, and his ritual actions had important consequences for these
two parallel, interconnected realms. The rites confirming and reinforcing
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his special status assumed understandable prominence in the religious cal-
endars of the great national temples.
I have led the reader step by step through the Opet-festival, pointing out

where the pharaoh walked, what the priests did, where the people stood,
and how the participants interacted; and a picture has begun to emerge of
the liturgy-the recitations, offerings, and other cultic activities carried out
at the ritual focal points. The display of royal splendor in the presence of
ordinary people doubtless impressed on them the king's power and the
elite's privileged position. But their participation in the liturgy probably
also convinced them that they too played an important role in society. As
with all people, the Egyptians seem to have hoped for salvation, longed for
the eternal, and trusted that the divinely appointed institutions and rituals
would gain for them their aspirations.
In considering the social relationships reflected in Luxor's religious cer-

emonies, I have raised the question of Egypt's kinship system. The ances-
tral ka was a component of personhood that enfolded-multiple cultural
roles: genetic-governing social structure and family organization, oblig-
ations, and inheritance; legal and political-determining legitimacy (in-
cluding the king's); psychological-shaping personal identity and
individuality; and, of course, religious and funerary.l?? Every birth-and
every coronation-was the rebirth of a ka and therefore a renewal of life
rather than its inception. The steady replacement of each human, divine,
and cosmological generation by an essentially identical one assured the or-
der and stability of the world.
The inequality in Egypt's hierarchical social structure was rooted in and

perpetuated by hereditary classes who were assigned differing social and
political behaviors. In the all-pervasive ancestor cultus, the rank of a person's
famil ka Ie itimized class distinctions. The royal kawas ranked highest of all,
and the worship of the royal ka-associating t e 'ctive royal clan jr.ectly
with Amun-Re, the all-powerful Creator and King of the Gods-validated the
kIDg's superior position over the rest of humanity. Thus the rites performed

, ---.
at Luxor Temple supported the social structure of New Kingdom Egypt by
assigning the various classes roles that anchored their place in the hierarchy
and by linking order in the human realm to that in the divine realm.

Appendix I: Luxor Temple in the Reign of Akhenaten

The boy who became Amenhotep IV,and then Akhenaten, lived during the
construction of the new Luxor Temple and the development of its theolo-
gy.171As his father's designated successor, he doubtless learned the cultus
of the royal ka and the liturgy of the Opet-festival. As king, he chose to pur-
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